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OBSFIWATIDNS ON RESEARCH ANDPRACTICE

IN BEGINNING READING

Robert Glaser

Learning Research anQ Development Center

University of Pittsburgh.

\

My-predominant impression of the set-of.three.confetences is

illustrated by the obServationthat when.people spoke on basic

researtb-, the convtrsation generally tended. to be around the ques

tion,."Well, what does it mean'for practice?" When someone talked,..

about applied works and built a practical .proagam and showed that it

worked to some degree, as Wallach,did; the question was, "Well, why

does it work? You really haven't explained-why it w

discussions at the conferences, there was a consist

our ignorance no matter from what kind of wdrk it came. In my brief
.

-
remarks's! will try to both counteract and contribute to this focus on

what we do not Limn.

In the
.

rags to probe

'Wit I will flo is interject myself between.the-conferences and those

individuals who are writing integratiire summaries of the conference

proceedings in order to encourage the to say the "right things--

"Light" bring defiried as being in.agreement with mt. I will comment on

N--.

'then TemIrks -wwre preschted at the conference on Theory and
Practice"oi Beginning ireJding Initroctinn,,tiniverityo Pittsburgh
Learning Resiwch anJ Development Center, June 1976

t
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whur I considet haVe been the main thrusts of the conference, then'

. .

mention some of- the implicatipns and next steps that I would like to see

the sunmarizers dtscuss'in their'papers. Because of the
dr

shortage of

time, I shall be dogmatic and offer little appApriate qualification to

_my remarks.

Using What We KnoZ,

The predominant fbcus of all of the conDerences was experimental and

practical work concerned with the basic skills of reading. Thp experi-

mentalmental wor i,ncluded inyestigations of letter discrimination, orthograph7
da,

. '

le regularities, phoneme identification, acoustical analysis, mapping

sound-to "print, and orthography and phonics training. At more .complex
Jib

levels, the Work reported considered the transition from elementary ynits

to context effects, lexical access, and the relationships between decod-

ing and comprehension. In the more practical Papers on the co strpction

and use of reading"program's and analyses of completed anelpublish d pro-

grams, the bulk of'the papers were concerned with the development of the
*

early basic skills of reading.

'Me implication of this concentration of effort on beginninrea ng
. .

.... .

presents a charge to the future. We appear to know quite a bit about

these and although We hive explanatory debates about Ow-

the, work, and our theory and knowledge is not exact, it: is high time

for us to shift our activity from an emphaspen descriptive research

concerned With explaining how things work to normative research cones

cerned with making things work.' ist other, words, we must -turn to the

4
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design, prescription, and optimization of learning and instructional

4RIOCCdUrCS, For exiimple,'Teguld really like to sec LaBerge do so

)optimizing work on the transition problem. He s hould not only try to

understand the phenomenon, but also try to produce it, Trying to

produce it will also fatilitate theunderstandipt of it. -My.poin it
-

that we now can say that we know allot about the processes or begin-

tang reading, and while our theory(and knowledge is not exact, we are

ready to devote soar time to anew kind of work that uses this know-
.

.

ledge. For laboratory scientists, this change in emphasis 'requires ,a

change in motivation anJ prestige values. We cannot only say, as Gregg.

and Farnham -Diggory say, Aat we -axe going to continue to do simulation

modeling because it has paid off in the-past for-our theoretical work;.

and we cannot say, as'iany of the speakers in_these conferences have said

Ny real objective in making this talk is to develop new hypotheses for

experimentation."

Our new work should be driven by the tactics of optimization-.

oriented, prescriptive research; This work, as Trabasso pointed out, is

igneritedby a different problem base- -abase not convenient only for
.17

theory,sbut for othet applications as well. While'we are about this new

task, we undoubtedly will improve our descriptive theories. *But given

the overwhelming amount of knowledge that has come up'in thesd con-

ferences and is now available in the literature on the basic skills of.

-reading,successful,attcmpts at instructional research in the.context-_

of prescro iptive,seknce.con now begin.
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In this prescriptive enteipriSeoreshould try to get away frpm the

. . . .
.

. attitude of my forper garage mechanic. Wheol went to this garage mechan-
..

:- .
1 .

ic'en4 said "What is wrong with my car and what does-it need?",,he would
i., .

.

.'iay,-"Wep,-you know how
.

a-cachtretor works," and then he would. start to
--,

' tell me about all of the things` he knew about how a carbu or works.

. lie would say, "It grows a semantic net," or something lfke that: All

the while, what I wanted to know was his prescription for fix-

lng my car.

Als we get into instructional, prescriptive experimentation in the

laporatOry, we also -heed to
. ;

get into it in the'school system.....Setious

attention-to the,, management and design of school.and classroom'struc-

.tures is_necessry in order to really insure that what we know about

leaohirig decoding and acoustical processing is implemented aPpropriate-

ly. tJe should not be in the position of saying that our ideas, were not

understood, or'there were not good criteria imposed on student perform-
.

.
.

once,. Attention to the school situation and partnership with educators

Is'required in order for us.to know that what can occur does occur.

I am certainly net talking about abandoning basic research, but I

am suggesting a shift in tactic given what we know. %it'd° not have

largi engineering resources in psychology and education- -the large,

engineering research component that other fields have. We have to at-

tend to this aspect ourselves, at least for the time being." Thus,

.t
I strongly recommend'that we capitalize on what we have learned in the

area of basic skills of beginning reading. We will', of course, discover

6
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limitations, and there will be changes inwour knowledge. As w,e

work on Chcc:e basic decoding skills which appear to 'help childreA Leath,
,

)b
we should 'c carefUl to understandmhat the limitatiohs are. We doi.

, .

know something, howiver, and we_ougbt. to,use it now. If we do, thin the

next 10 years are goIng_to be characterized by prescriptive research on

.
,

. .

these baeic
.

skills a'nd the fncreasinveirectivenesiS of teaching them in

thesshoolS. And while this goes on, nay investigatior-ls in cognitive

psychology, artificial intelligence, and knowledge structures and so

forth, will be coming along behind the scene and further add to our

knowledge.

At these conferences, there has been less research repoited on higher

,
.

or other level aspects of reading comprehension. They should not'be

considered hierarchical becausene begins to learn more complex read-

ing skills while one learns decoding. Nevertheless, there were few

papers on discourse processing, inferencing, or reasoning from text.

In these areas, theoretical debate is going on, as witnessed in the

papers by Gregg and,Farnham-Diggori, Frederikson and Smith, ferfettip--/

aid Lcsgold, and Lallecie. The implication for future work is-that this

kind of research has to be pushed in the usual descriptive research
,
Crs-

dition.

We now have some tools and some promissory notes for interesting in

vestigations from developmental psychology and information processing

which possibly have very.significant implications. The knowledge-we

wilrgain from this new research will eventually change the kind of
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pyescriptive research that we are going to start'noW. But I still must,_

cephasize that we have to use the knowledgeye,presently have becatise

it is going to be helpful to children learning to.reaa now, and the

- new theory and research vill.not four some.timm. I do not think that

As a result tit-ere is going to be an undue emphasis on decodietg; teachers=. -

will see to that..

In sum, what the conferences emphasized was.the need for preserip-

tive research based on what we know now and*the continuation of research

to produce-new knowledge. I now comment on some of the major themes

in reading research and practice that emerged in this set of conferences.

Physiological Research and Cltnionl Investleations

There have been a few papers in these.conf

.

functioning and biological structures. Fisher's paper on visual periphery

dysfunction-indicated that this kind of dysfunction precludes eye move-

Rents of lone durations and affecti reading. Mackworth'described brain

hemisphee dominance and physiological measurement through eye movements.

Johnson reftakd brain damage and clinical research. 'These studies rec-

ommont two kinds of research-- laboratory research and a serious look at

clinical work. This research can be. viewed as a corrective element to ramp401

cognitive theorizing by providing parameters,iased on structural limi-

tattoos and functioning.

8
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. Curriculum Aftalysin .

The designers of these seta of cant tnees elltverly put in the very

interesting ventur.c on curriculum program analysis, and we had_thred

contrasts. 'Popp contrasted two programs- -one with an "initial meaning"

emphasis, and one. with an "initial decoding" emphasis. Beck and Block

. .

talked about'two programs contrasting their, use ofjphonic instruction.

Bartlett also talked about two curricula, and 'offered the very interest-

ing observation that the "meailing-cuIricula" tended to be for rich kid's,

.410 the "decoding curricula' iended to be for disadvanted kids, and

she speculated on the implications of this.

These detailedanalyses are useful for a number of reasons. First,

they give the teacher more detailed information about the.nature and

reasoning behind an instructional program than is ever giveu in the short

. descriptions that arc written in tedEhurs1 euz.rigulum manuals. In ad-

dition to pioviding teachers with this information, they also give,thei---

choice, if indeed they haVe a choice, of selecting programs on a more

rational basis than is usually possible. Sbcond, these curriculum anal-

ries also give researchers ideas for studies. Knowing how these programs

-were designed and displaying their characteristicsraise questions rer

. .

garding why they work and thly do not work. Urriculum analyses

begin to dissect global program -ideas and if these ideas can be filtered

down into manageable studies, questions retarding why they work can

begin to b.c answered..

9
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`Analysis of components.of a.program also gfves teachers an, idea of

762

how to flexibly use the program; it allows teachers,tolreak out of the

inflexibility of .total program approaches which4fOcks them into a series.

I hope that the description of the d of various kinds of programs.

starts a trend for programs that have more ffexible_components. If. ..

programs were.defxtibea in a way so that We knew their. compononts, and

built in a way so that they were less monolithic, then the.), could be more

flexibly and adaptably used to accommodate different children. (Glaser,

in press).

have another comment rated to curriculum program analysis which

Is directed to Williams. Trabasso commended her for trying to loolt,at

the.rulec of psychologicalAnow/edge, and. then attempting to build them

into. her program. 'And Williams kept saying, as I did these

things; I had to ignore psychological rules, cast them aside, or mo;lify

'them." I do not think psychological. knowledge is to be looked at in

taa_way. What one 'mist do with psychological principles is .to Under
_

lb

-..stand them. on a'heuristIe level, and then impose what one inoWs'in an

artistic way. A prograM is being designed, and programs that are built

solely from an algorlthmic interpretation of principles are awfully (halt

A protrim designei, has to take. principles and bend and twist them or.'"

,

throw them out. And that is the.artistry of building a program.and

is something.to be prOtid of, not something about which to say, "I am

mot using psychology very well."

to-



- Testing Pf.icticcs

,41. paper by Calfee emphapj the careful traintng Of teacbers_en

the use anCinterpebtat n of testing instruments, andthe dpvelopmet

_e

of more Useful ki of testing instruments fh the teachirig of readily

and reading.comprchcnsion. A number of issues are.importani in coniider-

763.

Jug future directions in this work. One is that testing and teachtng_

are part of the same. enterprise; they are not differententitie.s. We.

tend to think of tests as "outside" evaluation devices, and not as

.

sources fot information required for teachi4g. tiudents'should conceive

of this information as being valuable for themselves as well as for th'e

tdachers. Testing and teaching are part of the ..same system, and should

be #ttitadinally conceived s6, and so built.

'Another issueof importance is-that.there-ii a need for tests on the

details of high-level discourse processing skilli. This is a research
IP

task.' There has been a vied expressed, throughout the third conference

and the others, that teachers want to know where the child is,coming from.

As you. teach a child who has difficulty learning, a major frustration

is now to get this to advance.' There is a need for information.

.
What should a ikno4 about tills child order to be able to teach ap-

propriately? The need is expressed for tests that give us much more in.-

formation About language capabilities, aboutiotter discrimiKatioK,
.- , .

acoustical Abilities, and,'In general, some kind of a breako
Is

t of

. .
. ,

keperalired readiness'and aptitude=ltke skills.

-11
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In ordtr to Meet 'these needs, in undertaking test design work for

imstruc:tion;ye should_ consider analyzing readiness and aptitude -like
. ,

processes using- cognitive psychology notions. Research i. now t;einr,

,

. .
carried out that attempts to ahnlYze school taskq, such as reading, i

terms of ,the deminds'that_these tasks, place on the Child's memory,-
M.

'peteekual abilities, and capabilities for view learning; If.ihe cog:-.4,
_ naive processes-that underlie/these task demands. can belidentified,

information might be provided that can be usevrat a batis fo n-

_

-sttuctional decisions. For effective instruction, characterization and
.

diagnosis of the capabilities of the learner must be .made in terms that

relevant to educational decision Making. Tests given only,at the
-

beginning-of a period of schooling arR not enough; a more contthuous

t
process is required. It ii necessary to describe changds'in the learner 8

.
. ..

. .- .

capabilities as instruction progresses'and to consider this updated de-
. .

scription of abilities.in making decision's at,mAhe course of sue-

4

.cessive instruction. ,

. leachint PtactIce

In a number of papers, (Clay,-Smith and Natalicio) the autipors said

-essentiallythatleachers,need to hang loose and need to proceed from

N
what: children know. The implication of this stateent is that dchocils'

11

- should be capable of adhpting readily to the progress of childrr

N\
%Some work 'required for cnha9ciffg the school" and the tencher's '

,copob$lity tdvdo chi's.
, '%

V

,.

A\ 1

ry
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One thing that I hope can come out of these confcreneesis aset of

g. ,Teachers nced'some kind..-
.a °

of a theory, not only rules.' What I mean by this has been discussed -by,
.7.

. . 'I' .4

Brpudy (1972). He observes that, like many other large clio4?1

, --- -.

the
..: ,

--" syateMa,' and the teachers-in wtend kiVd by rules t re sup-r
posed to takel-care of standard' cases, with _only slight Meljuitments al-

.

lowed for departures from standard cases. There are; for.example, 4ules
.

that organ i6 the educational continuuM into grades, and fok each grade-,
_ Ne. ,-

I)

'

e

there are prescriptions,conceining the kintif Of inforM644an and skills

to be covered lirtile course of the school year.. There are also
':'

rules

di
,,..,

.

about 66c logistics of living in .ilte school environment that pertain to .

, .

attendance, h the buildin . Of'course,time periods,'ana mOvemefit through
.

,..

. .

no,complexsystem can do without certain accepted rules of conduct. Iihat

is important to observe, ho*cver, is nApt just theSufesence of rules; but
. . , .

1pdpreoccupationyith rules and standard procedutcs.' Theie'it ae.imbalance t
4-

. .

bet en a system of rulls and a set of hepristic principlesprinciples-
, --.'

.which can providee, general guides to action and free teachersfrpm the

. .

marrow specificity Of ,stinaard operating cedures. Workbooks, "tamale,

and other materials for te'acheis frequent ly diSplay "cookbooky"lOrmats

Oat indicate a'bellef by the authors and an expectation by teachers
,

- .\
that teachers need specific, standard operating procedures that cover

most anticipated cvents.in lassroom. Excessively rule-ridden
YY
. P

-.

operations and practices ttest to a Tack of profesSfOndkism.Broudy

t' th - h
.

pons ouat requently te teacher's autonomy is resOted tc10.

,
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,....
Wrivialities; a teacher is expected to ma!-.e only miner adaptations in

, .

e
,

.

.
.

.. .

a'prograir of study, -in instructional procedures, or in teaching style.
i

Jtow, .1 am sure this is not uniformly true, but it is,reported that
1 It .) . . .

it is frequently an aft1tu4e, and ',would rike to see whether we can

derive from these conferences a let of, heuristics about teaching the 0

.

.

basic skills of reacting, and cv:vunicate this theory to teachers, For

this purpose, one Cannot" parrt,. Lhe kinds' of theory and findings that

are found ia the usual educational psychol4y odurse. Or praetices,of

t.-.

reading. InformatiOn is required about
4
reading theeries--how.decoding

work; and'what influences it, the consequences of an overemphasis on

decoding,'and the effects of stage developmpits--So that teachers can

have a set of heuristics,upon which to base good judgments on how to

use tbeir curricula and make sensible instructional decisions. Fr theory

for teachers woulabe a fascinSting thing to emerge, insofar as possible,
4

from all of the brSins and energy that went'irito_these conferences and

All of the reports there have been on practical and experimental develop-
.

F

Units of Analysis in.Research

My next point is concerned with a research question that needs to

be carefully defined. I ma interested in something called the

unit of analysis that will have the best payoff in our research on'read-

ing. The unit oanalysis I want to identify Is neither the skip

analysis of many theor$' elaboration experiments nor the variables ob-

served in iargointcome-stmdtek of program effects. I am talking about

14

01,
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some mid-level investigation, some skill units of competent stages,

.

something like oral reading that Dank: and Fears investigated, and

'something like the skill levels that my Carnegie-Mellon University

Colleagues study in chess (Simon 6 Chase, 1973). Possibly it is at

the contextual unit level, or maybe it is the kind of units that

Resnick; Suppes,.and Crocn talk about when theilkstudy addition prob-

lems(Resnielt, 1976; Suppcs 6 Crocn, )967).

Hid-level analyses arenot carried out in terms of the details of

short-term memory processing, but in terms of the importance of-the know-
_z

<

ledge base that has to be held in memory. .From-this level of analysis,

if regularities can be .shown, one can reduce ,to more micro theories, but

also then move to instructional theories. Outof this conference I think

can emerge definition of the level of analysts which is a unit of

proficiencycf./unit of skill, at" a larger level than is generally looked

at with detailed processing studies. After work on regularities at this

Mid-level, one could work down to the 'details of process and up to in-

structional studies. Work at.thivmid-level of analysis might be best

characterized by What we are hegliinVng to call "instructional experi-
t

meatation."
..

.

1.

Learning:and Acquisition

4 am concerned, as Ida* Trabasso, about the omission or neglect of

papers on learning and acquisition. With the exception of the Raper by

Holland on what responses arc being controlled from an operant point of

view, and the paper by Wallach, whohad some notions about the }earnin

15

41.
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oUtranifer, there have beck essentially no paper's on the variables that

influence learning and acquinition--no theory of acquisition. Thib

prObably reflectn'the emphasis of cognitive theories on describing per-

foi*auce and on describing development.

...Hy guess is that when. the bit push comes to do a, bettor lob teaching

the early basic skins
and we look for the kind of learning

prIlOciples to use, we- will unewhat we already seem tddc,nOw. This will

bil4bat we have learned
abOtkrreldforcement in the S-R tradition and in

4,

the verbal learning tradition, however, weahnot describe complex com-

petence very'well.with the tools of older S-R theories of learning.

.

Information processing notion: give-u! a better handle for describing

i -
,

. -
N

,

perfOr*ance. Perhaps eventually, the work on cognition, and particularly

.
. .

cognition:in reading comprehension, willsuggest not only what to teach,

but how to do it,. or how to des/gn environments which better allow learn-
, ..v

%.

. ing and growthfo occur. But, at the moment, we must rely on what-.0.-,,,....4.,

./ .

.
,

know. 'We have pot done much research on the acquisition of Complex be-

t ..,

'burdlior. There is a need To4i- this kind of research and for theories of

atquisition :st competence and,skilledbehavior (Glaser,. 1976).

Ienrning to Learn

One of the things we have to consider is not only what experimenters

do or teachers do about helping childrk to learn, but also the-need for

concern regArding learning-to-learn skills. By this I scan teaching s'

.

. -
.

child to do for b4maelf what a teacher or experimenter often does.

This is suggested. in part by atudiei of meta-cognition and 4telf-reinforce-

meat:

,.
to pay,,AttentIOn 'to sear- acquisition

skills;

i
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'
the learning of learning skills, andhow one modifies °acts own

769

environment for learning. These competences will be a big part of any

. -

coneerno2h learning and acquisition.

6

Field and Classroom Res4;uch

t.

The field researcivstudies.that were, reported, for example, the

work by Guthrie' and 'Samuels and .his colleagues, is important and `the

4
..,..

,

-trends that these studies show must be accounted for. Their imedica-

' aeons have alreddy been presented ty other discussants, apocially
4 .

..

the need to use and analyze nii data that are.colIected in the frame-

work of direcdd questioni."

Sire' are` tito,further points that need to be made. One is the need
f

for'amilyticai modelsModels by-Which .bne cah measure tt nature of

student characterisrici coming into a programe(4414tt4mss- tudenrk

v

output, and the-nature of the clasgroom difference's:" Then the variances

N 1
4

As
attributable to the.influence of thascdifferent factors cane assessed.

w..

Combinecrwith COurtney'b.concern for the dynamAr of the classroom pro-
-

cess, these atialyticaimaeIs of the influences on achievement will be

'iseful. These arc beginning to be developed by Cooley and others (Cooley

I.

Let4hard, 1975; Cooley 6-Lohnes, 1976; Wiley 6 Harnischfeger, p9743,.

and tome years ago, Carroll - (1963) satted a model-hich is still being

talked about.

Another point that I think Is very important in.this kind of work on

the dynamics of the classroom and lien research data Is some sort of

framework ineGrailh to systematize the infoimkion obtained. Much survey

17
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and field research co cc s data, but there is not an artablatei,

.

framework or even a oUgh framework into which to put it. Some way IR
,. .

.
needed to store the information, and it seams to me that some kind of\ I

.

.
.

41P

a scheme whichhelps collect :the field data, and at

77b

organizing scheme hould be articlated by the people reflecting on

liese conferences

the same time us s some kind'of language which connects Kith theories

could get some kind of a connecting

language as a ramcwork for collecting field information, and

need as a.sta t is some words that mean the same to different people,

then we coul begin to sly, -.flet'you know, what is happening in this

of learning add cognition. If we

all you

classroom reminds me of this theory in learning'," and these relation- --

Alaps can begin to be made.-

Stages of Acquisition

Another need iR a "leyels of proficiency" theory, something like ads

stage theory. LaBetgotaiked obeli; this need and the transition to the

context nodes stages, and wt need memphasize this kind of work so that

instructional theories and the acquisition theories can be formulated

In arms of levels'ff competencp--levels of increasing skill....th.at we
4 .

can look at. t

Challgave some motions about these levels in the first paper of the

conference. She dilfrussed.the first as being decoding. Another stage.
.

is one ih which an ihdividUal rends thinga he or-she knows in order to

:A09(irmknowledge or in order to develop fluency in rending. A thtrd-

stage is reading for:new knOwledge where one has to make contact with

18
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his or her knowledge haNe and learn to connect,old'knowledge to new.
.

Another stage is one in which reading.is selective, Critical. and

reflective, and includes the kind of reading one does when. he or she

ArdTy specialized. Peoplc.learn to )rive one kind of text structure

in-mind when they read a novel and . Iother kind of text structure in

Aimd when they read a scientific-amide. 'At advanced stages, the-

bexpme

'
reader is able to selectively use printed materials and to decAde what

to read in order to obtain knowledge of interest.

We need some kind of a crude stage model at the moment, and we can

N .
..

.:,

learn from the kind of stage theory that has been talked about in child

development. Hy hOnch is that the micro- genetic changes in skill learn-
t,

Log are very similar to macro-genelii developmental changes. But at the /-

moment, we need some beginning identification_ of these levels'of pro-
J

ficiency.* %

As I said at the beginning of my remarks, we can and lust move in.

beavill on teaching decoding skills. But, there is going to.be a change

ip what we know about Complex processing that is going to change the

emphasis on teaching skilled readers: In the future, say 25 years from

nov when we know more, the emphasis will be on teaching skillid thinkers

'filt the Same time that we.teach skilled readers. Fir the present, we are

goingto produce better skilled reacyrs, and they are going to learn

to think like we all have learned to think. As we learn more about

information-procer,sing and develop theories of levels of proitiency,

-maybe we can make some inroads toward producina akill'ed.thinkena at

the same time we are producibg skilled renders. That is Olt real

19
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challenge of the future, although we should not give,up the immediate

challenge of-getting people to be skilled readers.

I have little else to say, other than of therapeutic value. I want

to connole'those who are discouraged by the amount of work left to do

showing that our problem; are not ours alone: For this purpose, I

would like to discuss'a little book I received in the.mail recently:

S.

It is called Acquirinf, Bill Skill (Whiting, 1969). The author begins

. by "defining a ball: "The . . . lis)-4.akento stand for'ball,

shuttlecock. puck, etc." The book then discusses vhat psychologists know

about acqtiring skill in ball games. I am going to indicate what the

state of knowledge -is -in th'at field since it has direct relevance tb.the

major themes of the reading conferences.

The author' writes, "There is no firm evidence that would allow it to

be-assumed that the establishment of a geucral 'pool' of ball/bat ex-

perience is necessary dr.desicable prerequisites to the acquisition-of,

skill in apartfcular_ball game.."

to prodtke objective' evidence as

for potential ball-game players."

Ili goes on to say that it'is "difficult

to the most worthwhile early experienal*

Note the contrast to what is done In

teaching beginning reading wheh he nays, "It is not Oually the object.

of educationalists to establish Specific ball-game playing ability, in

*cry young children"(pp. 72-73). He says that.it could'be done but the

current sympathy is to teach generalball/batumprrtrnce of a more

senerat nature. In contrast, we try to teach very specific reading,

experience early.

20
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4

The mat then Proceeds to a21: "How do people start off to acquire

ball skill (0?" He describes three methods used" in the livid. The

'first is "Comparatively free experimentation with a yaricty of striking

implements (bats, racquets, clubs, etc.), balls and,players in an

attempt to exploit their potentialities in a' wide variety. of situations.

Under such circumstances'; the person performing would generally,setthe

criterion of success, although particutar objectives might be defined

by the teacher/Coach who also might give knowledge of results. This

type of approach might well be used in the initial stages of ball skill -

experience previously discdtid....la such a procedure, specificity of

skillecaction,is usually less important than diversity of experience"

(p,.73)

.A'-'
'Technique two, is "A development which precedes from the specific to
4

y",-,

thovgeneral. Ball games are brokenmdown into a series of skilkOksub-
,

Skills and tactical situations. These are then practised yi.iSolation

oritn small groups and the game is gradually built up fvO.M the isolated

skill level to the composite 'game. As progress is fie, more complex

skill sequences involving groups of players pay be.::-ken out of the

game situation and practised as aiunit with tWeAdea.that when later

fitted back 'into the gaMe there'vill be a carry over from the practice

sittiation" (p. 73).
.

.

That was the bottoM-up, The'thirc(t4hniue is top-down--"4 almost .

reverse procedure which progresses/1)Na thc,gcneral to theopecifie.

la this situation, Sc players al introduced to the gone more or less

)
it

I
I.,

'
1 %

ll -.' * 1
' ,

4
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immediately, and specific skills arc acquired during itegasse itself.

Any coaching which takes place is-always in the game situation,and it

Is cpiirdiFFdtiiiFEEFFiary to a s rac

isolation" (pp: 73-74).
.

The 4utTbor theft dismisses the firsi'methoebecause in the present

context its application is considered to be limited and states that the

superiority of either the second ori:the. third is yet to be-establiShed.

"Both have their-coAnatted adherents, and both have resulted in the

production of highly skilled games players. There have been few com-

parative studies between the two approaches and it is difficult tosee

Abow such investigations could be established with adequate controls" (p.74):

However, he says that, "If anythlng, there has been a discernible

move towards methods which span those outlined in . . . [techniques). 2 and

3 such that skills considered to be too complex to be acquired during a game '

are practised in isolation while-the more simple skills are acquired duling

play. AK still must be recalled that when skills bre learned outside the

_gimp situation itself, is XIl necessity for experiencing the per-

Ceptual cues which are necessary for bringing . . . the action in to play

at the right time" (p. 74). .

Ergo, the amb4valence exhibited during our conferences exists elsewhere

is the world, and perhaps there is really a straw-man debate about .

down versus bottom-up. Cettainly b&h kinds of processing are involved--

. specific to general and general to specific--in the_deVelopment of skilled

.perfomance. It is a !unction of individual differences in the learner,.

of teacher skiLls, and acoublnation of. teaching techniques which result

is the production of highly skilled players of the

I
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OpN,DISCpSION OF GLASER PRESENTATION

GORDON: Bob, thank you. I always find it interesting and stimuiating to listen
.

, .

to -you. There Is onebissue that the conference has skirted which ought to be
. ,

included as a central, Oroblem-related to much that'we have considered: It is the
. 4-,.. .

, ,
, .

.

issue. that Elsa Bartlett tried, to nudge us toward. It has,to do With the ,social
)

context in *Joh reading and all learning and' development occur'.
'

,

'

t

I Contend that At maybe that` all of what, we try to do could amount to
'

-, . 7
: 4

relativelt little, if done in a-Context that is go distrYctive to whit.weare
. ..-

A:trying toldo, that it's iepOssible to-ovgrcOme it. The specific situation and

. .

the general context in which reading is learned are too important to ignore.

'

The other observation I want to make,is that maybe We have to give increased

attention to the ways' in Which what we do on-the technical 'sides interacts with

tnat social context, limits it or to some extent facilitates it, and maybe, even .

gives specificity to the limits of.what we can do. When you revise your notes, I

helps you will go backand.introduce some of that concern, Particularlisince the

target population is-one that is so negatively influenced by'thsociar context

of their yearnings.

GLASER: There is an articulation df systems. here 15 -the scientifid system,
. .

the- educational system, the policy-making system, and there is the.social,

inesaity system. And they all impinge upon what we can do, and how one operates

on all of these levels takes someone as wise as you to say. There a0some

systems wo. just ignored in this conference. Elsa impinged upon it a little, bit,
.

. .

but there are some systems we ignored acid you say that those systems have to be

addressed.

77725
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:--GORDON: I am saying, Bob, that we Can't afford to ignore them, because for 1

...

, -

example the besf teachipg strategy gets influenced by the actions,of the

.

...

leachers' union. The best designed program is in critical ways influenced, y'thia-eny
.;# '

distribution of power and resources of a society. If we fail to recognize these

overlapping systems, and the ways in whic they ether facilitate- ors interfere

withwhat.we think we limit our understanding of what we do.!

,MacOINIT1E: The best teaching system may depend upon the particular social

system that is operating in a particular microcosm at a particular'tise. It is

4"easiest to see, for- me, ta.relation to the bilingualisp issue that was raibed.a

yesterday. There, we -tended 'to speak of the context, the present political

I context, as limiting the kind of research that we can do: Only certain kinds of

programs can be installed in certain situations. Whether the parents of a
particular Child, or the adults P a particular, ommunity are also trying to

learn English, would be an example of one variab that should influelee whether

one system or ahotherwOuldwork best in that situation.

McCONKIE: Bob,- you acted almost surprised that most of the-. papers aecialed

focus- on decoding. I think the answer is obviously because it was a,conference

that dealt with beginning reading, and that's what is perceived as the primary
,,

task of.beginning reading.,

I specifically choose not tO talk. about research we have done on what

-aorecta of the test people tend to remember, and what little wellave been able*ck4

find out about comprehension processes at higher levels, because that didn't 'seem

to be the\rocus of this conference. There is no surprise, given the'topic, that

1..that is what most of the papers focus on.
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...GLASER: You, are right,' George. But I alsoibelieve that it one loots at the,

literature, over the past 10 or 15 yeari, that most ofthe. practical work wehave

is on the-ioWer levels. With the recent emergence of work on comptehensio6_ we

_ .

must work to get some approaches to understan ing it. 'The. difference is that

decoding is really forA.exPloitation, and) coo

scientific explanation.

ehension 1'. is only ready for

.SUPPES: _1 wanted-to comment, because L am very mush,in agreement, broadly with

what you said 'about instructional systems and design of instructional systems.

We really haven't done.very muck about that yet., One of the things that has been
11`

a problem in instructional design is that the research has focused'so muchon the

micro level, and when the micro level is translated into instr tion4 it tends 4

give a very rigid format for the presentation of the curriculum. In actual fact,

I would predict that muph of the fruitful workon instructional design, bringing

to it psychological- knowledge, will be at the global level, and we will leave a

lot of freedom to the indiridual curriculum designer at the level of what"

particular kind of items to introduce into the to achieve a broad,

objective.
s.

'We need to go to the global design quegtions. _Lrepently looked into the

elementally, school curriculum, for quite'apart from any psychological insight,

simply broad systematic disoussions of bow should time be allocated, what sho rd

be accomplished in reading,.in mathematics, in

or the third grade. And what Ifound remarkable is the

41 dibcourse 'about that problem. What iSmissing is more
.. . .

overall alloation across the school year, pr.across several years. And I. hope

.... .
.

. /
th* what AI are suggesting about instructional design will lead to much more

serious consideration of those Problems of allocation than we yet have.

arta, in the second grade

absence of, intellectual

global thinking about the

I
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GREGG: L am sympathetic to the idea of an intellectual ditaission about the

,tradeoffs and time parameters and the like, but I don't think that's what the

teachCrs need, One of the failures, if we can think of it as this conference,

has been that we haven't brought many of the globalideas &mil to a level that a

er could make a diagnosis about what part of th;\ system, decoding or

diprebenhion, is wrong. Not. all teactiirs can make diagnoses of specific

problems.

SdPPES: I have something much more in mind than ,intellectual discussions,.

.because I am really one of the veterans of the classroom. I agree the teachers

will still be faced with the problems, bOt it isa problem for curriculum people.

GREGG: Incidentally, until this conference, neither of the other:meetingm

brought in the idea of time at all. I don't think there was a single paper that -1

addrilscd the issue

r

how much learning goes on in-a time period. ".

CONFERENCE COCLUDED
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